This spectrum has two features: at ∼ 3 × 10 15 eV (first knee) and at ∼ 10 17 eV (second knee). The first knee is characterized by the indexes γ 1 = 2.7 ± 0.03 and γ 2 = 3.12 ± 0.03 and the second knee -by γ 1 = 2.92 ± 0.03 and γ 2 = 3.24 ± 0.04. In the second case the difference amounts to ∆γ 23 = 0.32±0.03±0.05 which is less than the case of the first knee ∆γ 12 = 0.42±0.03±0.05 (here dual errors represent statistics and systematics correspondingly). The lesser difference ∆γ 23 can be explained with the influx of cosmic rays from Meta-galaxy and, hence, with some increase of the cosmic rays intensity in the energy range 5 × 10 16 − 10 18 eV, which compensates the escape of heavier nuclei from the Galaxy. The presence of the second knee could be confirmed by abrupt change in mass composition from from ln A ∼ 3 at ∼ 10 17 eV to ln A ∼ 1.5 at 10 18 eV found from the analysis of longitudinal development of EAS.
I. INTRODUCTION
Determination of the exact shape of the cosmic ray (CR) spectrum within the energy range 10
16 − 10 18 eV still remains one of the problems of current interest in modern CR
physics. This fact is mostly connected to the small aperture of compact arrays in energy range 10 16 − 10 18 eV and also to impossibility of measuring the spectrum in this range * s.p.knurenko@ikfia.ysn.ru 2 with giant arrays. On the other hand, this region if of the utmost interest concerning the presence of irregularities arising from generation of thin structure in the spectrum at ∼ 5 × 10 15 − 10 17 eV [1] . The origin and sources of CR of these energies are yet to be identified.
To solve this problem one needs to measure the power spectrum of extensive air showers (EAS) with a good precision (or other equivalents of the power). It is also necessary to determine the function connecting measured parameter of power with energy of primary particle E 0 [2, 3] . Being an array that can bridge the gap between compact and giant arrays, Yakutsk EAS array fits the task [4, 5] ; besides, it measures all main shower components (electrons, muons and cherenkov light).
II. METHODICAL ISSUES AND SHOWER SELECTION
Yakutsk EAS array measures shower particles with the use of scintillation or Cherenkov light detectors separated by sensible distance. In the case of the small Cherenkov setup it is 10−400 m, for the main array it is 100−2000 m from the shower axis. In this case it is possible to obtain samples of charged particle density ρ s (300) and ρ s (600) and Cherenkov light flux Q(150) and Q(400). According to simulation of measurements at Yakutsk array [6] , these EAS characteristics have minimal fluctuations and can be utilized as classification parameters during showers selection for obtaining the spectrum. Also, since they are proportional to he primary energy E 0 of a shower, they may serve as power equivalent.
Nevertheless, reconstructing the EAS spectrum from these parameters is a difficult task, since: 1) showers are selected by two different triggers and this affects the resulted spectrum;
2) precision of measurements and fluctuations in shower development must be taken into account when calculating the effective area (S eff. ) within the fixed range of the classification parameter; 3) reduction of shower parameters to vertical direction requires the exact value of charged particles attenuation length; 4) when selecting or processing events by Cherenkov light emission, one needs to know parameters of the atmosphere.
Estimated precision of measurements obtained in simulation [6] together with lateral distributions of charged component, muons (ǫ thr. ≥ 1 GeV) and Chrenkov light derived from significant statistics [7] allowed the Yakutsk array to solve the methodical issues mentioned above with a better precision, then in earlier works on the EAS spectrum [8] . The data for the spectrum were selected by several triggers. In the energy range 10 15 − 10 16 eV -it was stations with 50 and 100 m spacing and in 10 16 − 10 18 eV -stations with 250 and 500 v spacing. Transitional effect between two triggers was taken into account during the spectrum reconstruction via Monte Carlo simulation of events selection, which has shown that it amounts to ∼ 20 %. Also this work utilizes a new data set for the energy 10 17 − 10 18 eV obtained by the small Cherenkov setup during recent years. As a result, the power spectrum was obtained with semi-equal precisions of estimated Q(150) parameter within the wide range of its values (see Fig. 1 ). It was transformed into energy spectrum with the use of balancing the shower energy [3] . Numerical values are listed in the Table I . The spectrum obtained by the small setup has two peculiarities (see Fig. 1 ): at ∼ 3 × 
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
There are several models explaining complex shape of the spectrum. In the sixties of the past century the existence of cycles in generation of the CR spectrum was proposed by Peters. These cycles are connected with the influence of magnetic rigidity on nuclei with different charges, the so-called Peters cycle [1] . It is known from measurements on compact arrays that the spectrum continues after the first kink but with lesser intensity and rigidity.
It allowed to suggest the presence of a new powerful sources and, hence, new unknown component of cosmic rays and the second kink in the spectrum at ∼ 8 × 10
16 eV between ankle and knee. This component was called "component B" by Hillas [11] .
In the interpretation of the spectrum developed by Nagano and Watson [12] the shape of the spectrum around 10 16 − 10 18 eV was explained by presence of the "component B" in the galaxy. And at energy above 10 18 eV including the ankle it was proposed that the spectrum is generated by meta-galactic cosmic rays.
According to the model proposed by Berezinsky et al, spectrum shape in energy region above 10 17 eV might be influenced by meta-galactic CR accelerated in sources up to 10 20 eV and dominated by proton component. In this case there is no need for the "component B"
for explanation of the spectrum shape in the region of moderate energies. As a result the transitional border lies between 10 16 eV and 10 18 eV [13] . The summary spectrum constructed from the data from various compact arrays (see Fig. 2 ) demonstrates abrupt decrease of CR intensity after the energy ∼ 10 17 eV. Most probably it is the second knee. The difference in the spectrum index after the kink ∆γ 12 = 0.32 and confirms our conclusion.
It is possible to explain the continuation of the spectrum and small number of particles after the second knee with transitional border between galactic and extra-galactic CR. The analysis of the mass composition (see Fig. 3 ) also confirms this. According to Fig. 3 , the mass composition also abruptly changes from heavier to lighter at ∼ 10 17 eV and stays light up to energies ∼ 10 19 eV. According to calculations performed by Berezhko [10] such mass composition and its energy dependency in the 10 16 −10 18 eV region can be explained with the presents of supernova remnants in the galaxy with condition of non-linear CR acceleration on shock fronts and subsequent re-acceleration during their propagation in interstellar medium.
CR of higher energies most probably have extra-galactic origin.
